
Development of a Self-Propelled Microrobot using Calcium
Carbonate and Vinegar Fuel

Remember what happens when we put an egg in a bowl and pour vinegar until the egg is covered. Bubbles will appear
after a few moments. Egg shells contain calcium carbonate (CaCO3). It reacts with the vinegar’s active ingredient, i.e.,
acetic acid (CH3COOH). This reaction generates a salt called calcium ethanoate, some water, and bubbly carbon dioxide
gas. Now let us break the shell of the egg into small fragments and observe the behaviour of these fragments under a
microscope. We expect that the ejecting carbon dioxide bubbles would provide a propulsive force that would enable the
fragment to move.

Objective
In this project, we will develop a self-propelled microrobot
using fragments of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). These
fragments will be contained inside vinegar fuel to
generate bubbly carbon dioxide gas. The propulsive force
associated with the ejection of the gas would enable the
fragment to move and achieve self-propulsion. This idea
is similar to the chemical reaction between the Ti/Fe/Pt
rolled-up microtubes (Fig. 1) and the surrounding
hydrogen peroxide solution.

Tasks
• Development of a self-propelled microrobot similar to

the microjet (in the concept) shown in Fig. 1;
• Integration of fragments of calcium carbonate to

a magnetic material to achieve self-propulsion and
direction control using external magnetic fields.

Materials
• An electromagnetic system with an array of 4

orthogonal coils;
• 4 electric drivers and a control system;
• A microscopic system and iron oxide nanoparticles.

PREREQUISITES
Students are expected to have a working knowledge
of control theory, differential equations, linear systems,
statics, kinematic and dynamics. Familiarity with
programming, especially with Matlab and C++.

OTHER NOTES
This project will involve a weekly meeting with the
instructors and progress reports have to be prepared. All
reports should be written in academic paper format.
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